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YEARLY REPORT

2014
Yearly Incident Report

Date Range: 01/01/2014 - 31/12/2014
Criteria: No Criteria Specified

Frequency Distribution by Month of Year

Month

January: 141
February: 126
March: 141
April: 153
May: 177
June: 84
July: 117
August: 92
September: 172
October: 149
November: 126
December: 77

Number Of Incidents
Yearly Incident Report

Date Range: 01/01/2014 - 31/12/2014
Criteria: No Criteria Specified

Frequency Distribution by Day of Week

- Sunday: 116 incidents
- Monday: 217 incidents
- Tuesday: 250 incidents
- Wednesday: 231 incidents
- Thursday: 237 incidents
- Friday: 265 incidents
- Saturday: 142 incidents
Yearly Incident Report

Date Range: 01/01/2014 - 31/12/2014
Criteria: No Criteria Specified

Frequency Distribution By Hour
Yearly Incident Report

Date Range: 01/01/2014 - 31/12/2014
Criteria: No Criteria Specified

Number of Incidents by Class

- CRIMINAL (Drug): 15
- CRIMINAL (Other): 8
- CRIMINAL (Persons): 40
- CRIMINAL (Property): 318
- CRIMINAL (Sexual): 10
- CRIMINAL (Weapons): 2
- INFORMATION ONLY: 180
- LIFE SAFETY: 276
- MUNICIPAL BY-LAWS: 2
- OPERATIONS AND SERVICE: 148
- POLICY AND PROCEDURE: 140
- PROVINCIAL STATUTES: 320

Number Of Incidents